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Abstract
Experimentally-calibrated populations of models (ePoM)
for cardiac electrophysiology can be used as a means
to elucidate the cellular dynamics that lead to pathologies observed in organ-level measurements, while taking
into account the variability inherent to living creatures.
Notwithstanding, the results obtained through ePoM will
depend on the capabilities of the template model, and
not one model can accurately reproduce all pathologies.
The objective of this work was to show how using different models, within an ePoM framework, can be advantageous when looking for the causes for a pathological behavior observed in experimental data. Populations of the
ten Tusscher (2006) and the O’Hara-Rudy model were calibrated to activation-recovery intervals measured during
an ex-vivo porcine heart experiment; a pathological reduction in ARI was observed as the experiment progressed in
time. The ePoM approach predicted a reduction in calcium
uptake via L-type channels, using the TP06 model, and
an increased potassium concentration in blood, using the
ORd model, as the causes for the reduction in ARI; these
findings were then confirmed by other experimental data.
This approach can also accommodate different biomarkers or more mathematical models to further increase its
predictive capabilities.

1.

Introduction

Mathematical models for cardiac electrophysiology
(EP) can be used to simulate the behavior of cardiomyocytes within a computerized environment. The most detailed models include descriptions for most of the ion channels present in the membrane, these channels allow the
flow of ions in and out of the cell. Using these models
researchers can study cellular action potentials, in-silico,
without having to isolate individual myocytes for an invitro study; furthermore, these models can be used to simulate both physiology and pathology in action potential gen-

esis and propagation. Although numerous advances have
been made in the field, and computational EP models have
become incredibly detailed, there remain open questions
that need to be addressed, particularly on how to choose a
model that best suits the study at hand, about the choice of
parameters and evaluation of parameter sensitivities, validation against reliable experimental data and in taking into
account the role of inter-subject variability when studying
both physiology and pathology [1].
Recently, ‘experimentally-calibrated populations of
models’ (ePoM) have been used as a means to study the
role of variability in EP models [2]. These populations are
constructed by varying the maximal conductances and currents which are normally parameters of the EP models; this
allows to investigate variability, which is not possible if assuming that these peak conductances and currents have a
fixed value. Hence, a population of models is generated
and by constraining the possible models of the population
using experimental data one can hypothesize what are the
conditions within the cellular membrane that could produce an observed physiological behavior. Previous works
in populations of models have shown how this approach
can be used to characterize abnormal behaviors in atrial
and ventricular tissue [3, 4].
The caveat of using a template model to describe experimental observations is that the results are highly dependent
on the mathematical formulation. Previous authors have
made quantitative comparisons in the behavior of models for cardiac EP and found that they differ [5]. Other
works have also shown quantitative differences when simulating pathologies with EP models [6]. The objective of
this study was to investigate how to take advantage of the
different sensitivities of the most commonly used mathematical models for cardiac EP to understand the cellular level pathologies that could lead to abnormal behaviors observed in measurements made on the surface of the
heart. For this, two populations of different models were
calibrated to the same experimental data and the results
obtained using the different populations of models were

compared in search for quantitative differences; then, the
results were interpreted taking into account the limitations
of each model to draw conclusions on the possible causes
for the observed pathological behavior. This work provides a template for the analysis of experimental data, using populations of models, that could be applied on different datasets and using different models. Also, it shows the
importance of using different computational models when
analyzing experimental data, since the conclusions drawn
from a single model may lead to an incomplete diagnose.

2.

Materials and Methods

This work uses ‘experimentally-calibrated populations
of models’ (ePoM) as a means to analyze the changes in
activation-recovery intervals (ARI) observed during an exvivo porcine heart experiment, to be presented shortly. Two
populations of models were generated, as explained by
previous authors [4], by varying the otherwise fixed parameters of two widely used models for cardiac EP. The
first population was created using the ten Tusscher-NobleNoble-Panfilov model (TP06) [7] as a template and the
second one using the O’Hara-Rudy model (ORd) [8]. The
TP06 model is the most widely used and studied model for
ventricular myocytes, but it is does not adequately reproduce AP response to frequency changes and potassium current block; on the other hand, the ORd model is the most
recent human ventricular model and was based on human
data from over 100 undiseased hearts, but is incapable, in
its original formulation, of reproducing the effects of hyperkalemia in tissue [9]. Observe that, even though the
TP06 and the ORd are human models, they can be used
to characterize porcine myocyte activity because the swine
and human electrophysiology are similar in the underlying ionic dynamics; the inter-species differences in current
magnitudes are accounted for in the generation of the populations of models.
The experimental data used in this study was acquired
during a Physioheart experiment following the guidelines
outlined in previous studies [10]. The performance of
the porcine heart during the experiment was measured by
means of the cardiac output. The porcine heart maintained
a cardiac output of around 4 L/min for over 2 hours of experiment, this time was called the working mode. After
150 minutes in working mode the cardiac output dropped
to 2.7 L/min, this was called the experiment’s ‘end-point’.
During the experiment the heart was paced at 600 ms cycle
length. The electrical activity of the heart was assessed using left ventricular surface epicardial electrograms (EGM),
acquired by means of a grid of 121 electrodes, from which
activation-recovery intervals (ARI) were measured. Measurements were made at three representative times of the
experiment: 90 min, 120 min and 150 min after the start
of the working mode. The ARI is a surrogate measure-

ment for action potential duration at 90% repolarization
(APD90) [11], but it provides no further information on
action potential shape; different action potential morphologies can have the same APD90, which means that two cells
exhibiting the same duration can be under different physiological conditions, this is called inter-subject variability.
The aforementioned populations of models were used to
monitor the temporal evolution of the physiological condition of the cellular membrane under each of the electrodes
of the grid, while accounting for variability. One ePoM
was formed by keeping only the models from a population
that were in the range µARI ± σARI of one channel, at one
time point; where µARI was the mean value of the ARIs
measured on that channel at that time point and σARI was
their standard deviation. So, an ePoM from one channel, at
one time point, contained all the possible parameter combinations that could have lead to the ARI observed at that
channel, at that time point. EPoMs were constructed for
all channels, at all time points, and a ‘pathological’ ePoM
was identified when significant differences in the statistical distributions of its parameters were found when comparing to a ‘healthy’ ePoM coming from the same channel. The stable cardiac output and homogeneous ARI, as
will be shown in the results, allowed to identify the ePoMs
at the beginning of the experiment as healthy. In line
with previous ePoM studies, statistically significant differences were searched for using a Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon
U-Test [4]. The calibration process and statistical analysis was repeated with both the TP06 and the ORd populations if models. The results obtained by applying the same
methodology, on the same data, with two different models
are presented and discussed in the following sections.

3.

Results

The summary of the data acquisitions can be observed
in Table 1, where the measured ARIs are summarized,
within their respective time points, by means of their mean
(µARI ), standard deviation (σARI ), maximum and minimum values. It can be observed that at the time of the first
measurement the cardiac output was at a stable value of
3.9 L/min, which continued to be stable even 30 minutes
after, as can be observed in the second time point; also, at
the first time point the ARI were homogeneous along the
membrane, as can be observed from the mean and standard
deviation of their values. However, even when the cardiac
output was stable in the second time point, the ARIs were
shortening on the membrane, as can be observed from the
larger standard deviation and lower minimum ARI. Sixty
minutes after the first time point there was a sudden decrease in ARI, accompanied by a significant decrease in
cardiac output, this marked the ‘end point’ of the experiment.
The causes for the aforementioned reduction in

Table 1. Data collected at each time point. In parentheses the minutes after the beginning of the working mode.
Time point

Duration

CO

µARI

σARI

max

min

1 (90 min)
2 (120 min)
3 (150 min)

92 s
77 s
44 s

3.8 L/min
3.7 L/min
2.7 L/min

258.5 ms
252.8 ms
235.1 ms

6.6 ms
12.5 ms
38.4 ms

276.4 ms
295.9 ms
285.6 ms

219.2 ms
206.1 ms
100.1 ms

Table 2. Number of channels showing a statistically significant difference in the parameters of their ePoMs when
comparing time points 2 and 3 to time point 1.
TP06
Parameter 1-2
GN a
0
Gto
0
GKs
6
GKr
11
Gk1
0
PN aK
2
GCaL
61
kN aCa
0
GpCa
3
GpK
0
GbN a
0
GbCa
0

1-3
0
0
11
14
0
2
85
0
5
0
0
0

ORd
Parameter 1-2
GN a
0
Gto
1
GKs
0
GKr
65
Gk1
0
PN aK
7
PCa
0
Gncx
0
GpCa
0
GKb
0
PN ab
9
PCab
0
GN aL
0
Pjrel
0
Pjup
0

1-3
0
7
0
86
4
2
4
1
0
0
0
1
1
0
0

activation-recovery intervals were investigated by means
of the ePoM methodology described in the previous section. The results of applying the methodology, with each of
the mathematical models, can be observed in Table 2. This
table shows the number of channels that displayed a statistically significant difference in a given parameter when
comparing the populations calibrated at time points 2 and
3 to their counterparts at time point 1. Results using the
TP06 model indicate that there was an increasing amount
of sites of the membrane with an impaired L-type calcium
conductance, this number was close to half of the channels
at time point 2 and increased to 70% of the channels at time
point 3; further analyses showed that this impairment was a
reduced conductance. On the other hand, the methodology
applied using the ORd model pointed at an increase in the
delayed rapid rectifier potassium conductance as the main
cause for the reduction in ARIs observed during the experiment; using the ORd PoM half of the channels displayed
a statistically significant increase in GKr at time point 2
and 86 channels show a further increase at time point 3.

4.

Discussion

From the results presented in Table 1 it is possible to
conclude that the cardiac failure observed during the experiment was accompanied by a pathological reduction in the
activation-recovery intervals over the surface of the heart.
This abnormal electrical behavior was observable well before the reduction in cardiac output was evident, which
means that pathology can be identified at an earlier stage if
the cellular, rather than the organ, behavior is monitored.
Notwithstanding, there are many possible causes for the
reduction in action potential duration and given that the direct measurement of ion dynamics across the membrane is
extremely difficult, a computational approach is justified
as a means to elucidate the underlying dynamics that produced the observed reduction in ARI. Furthermore, given
that models have different parameter sensitivities, it is interesting to use several formulations to investigate all the
possible causes for the reduction in APD90.
The results obtained using the TP06 model seem to point
that a reduction in L-type calcium conductance was the
main responsible for the observed reduction in cardiac output. This seems consistent with other acquired experimental data, which showed reduction in myocyte contractility
and increased calcium levels in blood as the experiment
progressed in time; this points to the TP06 model being
able to identify the underlying mechanisms that caused
cardiac failure. On the other hand, the results obtained using the ORd model point at an increase in GKr as the most
likely cause for the reduction in ARI; note that this is not in
contradiction with the TP06 prediction, because the TP06
does not react properly to potassium current changes. Nevertheless, blood analyses also showed that the potassium
concentration in blood was abnormally high throughout
the experiment, and the ORd model was solved assuming
a normal concentration in blood. IKr is directly proportional to the extracellular potassium concentration; hence,
it is possible that the increase observed in GKr was a reflection of the high potassium concentration as opposed to
a channel over-expression. This is further supported by the
fact that a number of channels also showed elevated GKr
when using the TP06 model, something that wouldn’t be
possible if the ARI reduction was due just to rapid delayed
rectifier potassium channel overexpression.

It is evident how meaningful conclusions can be obtained using a single dataset and taking advantage of the
different sensitivities of cardiac EP models. The calibration of populations of different models allowed to investigate different possible causes for the observed pathological
behavior, and the use of other experimental data allowed
to confirm the hypotheses made by the analysis of ePoMs.
It is worthwhile to observe that there is little information
contained in the ARI, it is a surrogate measurement for a
single AP biomarker, but the use of different mathematical
models in concert with statistical methods allowed to reach
relevant conclusions from this somewhat limited dataset.
Finally, one can observe that the approach taken here can
easily be adapted to accommodate more mathematical formulations and even more action potential measurements,
making it an ideal template for the analysis of cardiac EP
phenomena through mathematical models.

5.

Conclusions

A method based on ‘experimentally-calibrated populations of models’ has been presented, and its ability to draw
conclusions from limited datasets has been proven. Populations of the TP06 and ORd models were generated and
calibrated to activation-recovery intervals measured from
epicardial electrograms acquired during a Physioheart experiment. The statistical analysis of these populations allowed to infer what was, most likely, causing the reduction in ARI observed during the experiment. Calibrated
populations of the TP06 model predicted a reduction in Ltype calcium conductance as the cause for the shortened
ARIs, whereas the ORd populations pointed at an increase
in extra-cellular potassium concentration. Indeed, other
experimental data were in agreement with the conclusions
reached by both models, thus showing that a single mathematical formulation is not enough to decide what are the
causes for pathology when a single biomarker is used. It is
expected that the inclusion of more biomarkers and mathematical formulations will produce better predictions when
this methodology is applied.
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